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Overview

- **Second Language Acquisition Research:**
  - insights from multiple strands of SLA research and some desiderata
  - instructed SLA: from “nice to have” transfer of SLA research results to crucial large-scale data source needed for research on ecologically-valid language learning!

- **Digital learning contexts:**
  - increasingly widely used in real-life teaching and learning
  - adding AI methods to make digital tools more effective in practice and useful for SLA research

- **Scaling up SLA intervention studies using digital means**
  - Web-based studies
  - Randomized Controlled Trials in schools
Second Language Acquisition Research

- long history (??), EuroSLA since 1989/1991, SLA recognized as a distinct discipline for over 20 years (?)

- identified a wide range of linguistic, cognitive, social factors influencing SLA, including:
  - Input Hypothesis, i+1 Hypothesis (?)
  - Noticing Hypothesis (?)
  - Teachability Hypothesis (?)
  - Zone of Proximal Development (?)
  - Output Hypothesis (?)
  - Interaction Hypothesis (?)
  - Cognition Hypothesis (?) in Task-Based Learning
  - ...
Second Language Acquisition Research: Some challenges

- limited operationalization and empirical breadth of some key notions:
  - i+1, developmental sequences, zone of proximal development, ...

- in real-life learning, linguistic, cognitive, and social factors are simultaneously involved
  - ?: “SLA is a multidimensional phenomenon, involving (at least) biological, neurological, social, psychological, affective, and personal variables plus [...] the effect of instruction.”
  - ?: important to study interactions between individual differences, treatments, structures
  - But the reliable identification of interaction effects require a lot of data!
Second Language Acquisition Research: Obtaining rich data at scale

- How can we obtain more data on the learning process and product given a range of factors?

- 34 million children in secondary schools in Europe are learning English as L2 and 20 million children are learning more than one foreign language (Eurostat 2020/21)
  - relatively understudied population in SLA research
  - legal and practical issues make it difficult to stage interventions and collect data at scale

- digital learning contexts offer new opportunities for collecting data
Digital Learning Contexts

- Schools going digital is a common topic in public discourse, e.g.:

  Computers in all schools, all students at the computers – this is the program the ministers of education want to realize quickly.  
  
  [Spiegel No. 47 / 18.11.1984]

- More recent game changers:
  - widespread use of mobile digital devices (smartphones) by children
  - Corona pandemic required systematic use of digital channels
  - AI methods support development of tools linked to SLA concepts
Digital learning contexts: from digital media to adaptive, interactive tools

- Traditionally, computers used in education encode and exchange digital information to
  - increase motivation through **authentic multimedia material**
  - support **communication** with native speakers (using text, audio, video)
  - **mechanically practice** vocabulary and grammar (without modeling the learner or providing feedback)

- To obtain **interactive, adaptive** tools, one needs to add **AI methods** that can
  - analyze and generate **language** (using computational linguistic methods)
  - model **learners** and their development towards the curricular **learning goals**
  - analyze and adaptively select or generate **learning activities**
  → **Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning (ICALL)**

⇒ Explore ICALL tools linked to SLA concepts to
  - effectively support learners and teachers
  - research SLA hypotheses in real-life contexts
Key Factors: **Input and i + 1**

- **Input Hypothesis (?)**
  - access to comprehensible input at i + 1 is essential
  - input should be “one step more complex” than the interlanguage of the learner

⇒ ICALL tools can help us identify linguistic complexity to search for such i + 1 input:
  - SyB System (http://complexity.schule, ?)
  - FLAIR System (http://flair.schule, ?)
My first day at Hogwarts

This morning I woke up at 8 o'clock, then I went at breakfast. After breakfast I took my backpack and went with my parents to King's Cross by car. There I went in the red Hogwarts express, said good-bye to my Mum and the train has started. After 2 hours we had arrived there, Hagrid has received us. Then we went to the boats and over the sea to Hogwarts. In Hogwarts Professor has bringted us in the Great Hall. Hogwarts is so big. There we are to be sorted in the 4 houses by sorting hat. There are 4 houses, Griffindor, Huffelpuff, Ravenclaw and Slitherin. Nobody wanted to Slitherin because there were the dark Wizards. So I was sorted to Gryffindor. I was so happy. My friends Jonathan and Denny are Hufflepuffs. After sorting, we had eaten so much. I have heard that the house elves had maked the lunch. After lunch, Professor Dumbledore had said a lot of things with the forrest and other things. Then the trust student, it was James Sirius, the son of Harry Potter has brought us to the Griffindor leasure room and to the dormitorys. I share my room with the son of Newt and Lunas son. Yet I lie on my bed and think about playing Quidditch and the teachers. Good bye diary book.
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Middle-class Latinos "step it up a notch" as communities thrive

When Rick Rodriguez Sr. moved into a three-bedroom home in Downey, California, in the mid-1980s, a neighbor interrupted his yard work with a question: ?You're not going to be one of those guys that parks in the front yard and lets chickens run around in the front yard, are you?? Rodriguez, 54, one o...

11 of 12 defendants in Atlanta schools case found guilty

ATLANTA ? After considering nearly five months of testimony, a Fulton County jury convicted all but one of the dozen former Atlanta teachers and administrators on trial in the largest test-cheating scandal in the nation. On Wednesday afternoon, 10 former teachers and school administrators were handc...

Rude political candidates conflict with school anti-bullying rules

BUFFALO, N.Y. ? Ryan Lysek rose to become vice president of his fifth-grade class at Lorraine Academy in Buffalo, New York. The sitting veep got bounced for saying things that went against the school's anti-bullying rules. So the 10-year-old is a little puzzled that candidates running to lead the co...
NASA’s Valkyrie robots set the table for human life on Mars

LOWELL, Mass.? Four sister robots built by NASA could be pioneers in the colonization of Mars, part of an advance construction team that sets up a habitat for more fragile human explorers. But first they're finding new homes on Earth and engineers to hone their skills. The space agency has kept on...

L.A. subway work burps up a bonanza of prehistoric swag

LOS ANGELES? Seventy feet below Wilshire Boulevard, subway construction crews were hard at work. Fresh air roaring from giant ventilation pipes partly covered up the sickly sweet smell of petroleum. Amid the clatter of jackhammers and the whine of a mini-excavator, paleontologist Kim Scott scouted ...

Don’t count on dance class to give your kid a workout, study warns

Only 8 percent of kids enrolled in after-school dance programs got enough exercise during class to meet federal guidelines for moderate to vigorous physical activity, a new study finds. Even worse, only 6 percent of adolescents got the recommended 30 minutes of moderate to vigorous exercise during t...
From research prototype to a tool usable in practice

- Exclusive focus on specific linguistic complexity aspect is too academic for real-life use.
- How about supporting selection of material that is
  
  (i) rich in developmentally proximal language
      → Teachers specify general proficiency level and pedagogically-focused language means.

  (ii) motivating in terms of content
      → Learners search for texts that fit their individual interests.

⇒ FLAIR Search Engine (http://flair.schule, ?)
FLAIR Search Engine (http://flair.schule, ?)

Search
Click on the search icon below and type in a query. FLAIR will fetch the top results from the Bing Search Engine.

Configure
Configure the settings: text (difficulty, length) and language (the passive, wh-questions, academic vocabulary, ...). You can export the settings to apply them to all further searches. FLAIR will re-rank the documents with new and old settings.
'climate change site:www.bbc.com'

1. What is climate change? A really simple guide - BBC News
   Climate change is a shift in those average conditions. The rapid climate change we are now seeing is caused by humans using oil, gas and coal for their homes, factories and transport. When...

2. A brief history of climate change - BBC News
   Climate change hardly registers on the agenda, which centres on issues such as chemical pollution, atomic bomb testing and whaling. The United Nations Environment Programme (Unep) is formed as a ...

3. Climate change: IPCC report warns of 'irreversible' impacts ... - ... 
   The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change says that humans and nature are being pushed beyond their abilities to adapt. Over 40% of the world's population are "highly vulnerable" to...

4. Climate change: 12 years to save the planet? Make that 18 mo...
   Prince Charles has stressed how important the next 12 months are in tackling climate change. One of the understated headlines in last year's IPCC report was that global emissions of carbon dioxide...

5. Climate change: Young people very worried - survey - BBC News
The law that could make climate change illegal - BBC Future


Climate change is a global problem – if it is not tackled everywhere, it will affect everyone. The modern world is also incredibly intertwined: products – and resultant emissions – made in one...

Climate change: US formally withdraws from Paris agreement


After a three-year delay, the US has become the first nation in the world to formally withdraw from the Paris climate agreement. President Trump announced the move in June 2017, but UN regulations...

Climate change: Can an enormous seaweed farm help curb it?


He’s confident his Seafields floating farm will draw sufficient CO2 from the air to moderate the effects of climate change, while also earning its backers carbon credits. At 55,000 sq km (21,200...

Plant-based diet can fight climate change - UN - BBC News


Climate change poses a threat to the security of our food supply. Rising temperatures, increased rain and more extreme weather events will all have an impact on crops and livestock.

The climate films shaping society - BBC Future

Facilitating SLA research using such ICALL approaches

- Linguistic complexity (?) & alignment research (?)

- Do language learners show alignment with increasingly complex (“\(i + 1\)”) language?

  (i) ?: analyzed alignment in continuation writing (data by ?)
  \(\Rightarrow\) 403 of 575 linguistic complexity measures show alignment

  (ii) ?: ICALL continuation writing study
  - 112 Chinese learners of English
  - worked on sequence of ten increasingly complex texts, with four different challenge groups (MLTU)
  \(\Rightarrow\) Learners in low and middle challenge group showed more alignment than high challenge group.
  \(\Rightarrow\) There is alignment, but no clear evidence for learning.

- Some future directions:
  - What constitutes \(i + 1\) in the different dimensions of linguistic complexity?
  - When does alignment lead to lasting learning effects?
Key Factors: Noticing and Focus-on-Form

- Input alone only results in Basic Varieties (?).
- Some attention to forms crucial: Noticing Hypothesis (?)
- Foreign language learners need a Focus-on-Form (??).
  → increase salience (?)

⇒ ICALL tools can support automated Input Enhancement (IE):
  ⇒ Visual: Highlighting of target forms on user-selected web pages (?)
  ⇒ Functional: Generation of questions on sentences containing target forms (?)
Cows also 'have regional accents'

Cows have regional accents like humans, language specialists have suggested.

They decided to examine the issue after dairy farmers noticed their cows had slightly different moos, depending on which herd they came from.

John Wells, Professor of Phonetics at the University of London, said regional twangs had been seen before in birds.

The farmers in Somerset who noticed the phenomenon said it may have been the result of the close bond between them and their animals.

Farmer Lloyd Green, from Glastonbury, said: "I spend a lot of time with my ones and they definitely moo with a Somerset drawl."
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Facilitating SLA research using such ICALL approaches

(i) ?: exploratory study using ICALL to support noticing of determiners

(ii) ?: Study targeting the acquisition of English phrasal verbs

- phrasal verbs are frequent and important for interpretation, but notoriously difficult (→ avoidance)
- 127 participants (advanced L2 English, L1 German) read 40 texts in a two week span
- randomly assigned to two conditions: meaning-focused and form-focused
- form-focused group saw phrasal verb visually highlighted and particle as multiple choice item
Are you saving too much for your kids' college?

By Chris Taylor | NEW YORK

NEW YORK Parents these days are expected to pull off a financial Mission: Impossible. Cover the monthly bills, pay around $100,000 or more, help elderly parents, save for retirement and for kids' college costs, all with incomes that may have been flat for years.

Facing such a demanding feat, here's some advice you may not often hear: When it comes to your kids' college costs, maybe you are doing too much.

To wit, 42 percent of parents are actually losing sleep over college costs, up from 28 percent just two years ago, according to new data from the Parents, Kids & Money survey by Baltimore-based money managers T. Rowe Price.

Of parents surveyed, 57 percent are willing to take at least $25,000 of college debt on behalf of their kids, and 19 percent are willing to borrow $100,000 or more.

More parents (58 percent) report having college-savings accounts for their kids, rather than retirement savings for themselves (54 percent).

"Parents are more stressed than ever about college savings," says Marty Allenbaugh, a senior marketer for T. Rowe Price.
Facilitating SLA research using such ICALL approaches

(i) ?: exploratory study using ICALL to support noticing of determiners

(ii) ?: Study targeting the acquisition of English phrasal verbs
   - phrasal verbs are frequent and important for interpretation, but notoriously difficult (→ avoidance)
   - 127 participants (advanced L2 English, L1 German) read 40 texts in a two week span
   - randomly assigned to two conditions: meaning-focused and form-focused
   - form-focused group saw phrasal verb visually highlighted and particle as multiple choice item

ICALL setup integrated assessment of working memory (?):
   - OSpan (?), but using Klingon (?) to reduce cheating

⇒ interaction effect between working memory and form-focused instruction
   ⇒ more benefit from attention to form for learners with higher working memory capacity
   - WM assists simultaneous processing of form, meaning and use of language forms (?)
   - confirms relevance and feasibility of investigating interaction effects (?)
Key Factors: Practice, Feedback, ZPD

- Skill Acquisition Theory (?)
  - Teaching provides declarative knowledge, then **practice** is needed for automated skills.
  - Goal: fluent ability that does not bind attention

- Support learners in their individual **Zone of Proximal Development** (?)
  → scaffolded feedback while working on an activity: **micro-adaptivity**
  → adaptive selection of learning materials/activities: **macro-adaptivity**

Very challenging for teachers in practice: lack of time, diagnostics, adaptive materials

⇒ ICALL tools can adaptively support individualized practice (?)
  (i) ?: ICALL dialog system Sascha to practice English question formation
  (ii) Intelligent Tutoring System FeedBook (??)
Facilitating SLA research using such ICALL approaches

- ?: English question acquisition
  - research context: developmental sequences proposed by ?
  - research question: effectiveness of recasts in spoken and written mode

- The ICALL system Sascha developed by Ken Petersen supports dialog interaction for information gap, story sequencing, and spot the difference activities.
Is the bird on his shoulder?
Facilitating SLA research using such ICALL approaches

- ?: supporting acquisition of questions in English
  - research context: developmental sequences proposed by ?
  - research question: effectiveness of recasts in spoken and written mode

- The ICALL system Sascha developed by Ken Petersen supports dialog interaction for information gap, story sequencing, and spot the difference activities.

- Study design:
  - 56 ESL at public high school, Washington DC, mostly Spanish L1 (13 novice, 43 intermediate)
  - three groups: human-computer (ICALL), human-human, control
  - intervention: three times 30 minutes interactions with Sascha system or human interlocutor

⇒ Result: ICALL users showed development along expected sequences, parallel to human-human oral interaction, both better than control.
From printed workbook to AI-based FeedBook

Grammar check: Problems
Everyone has got problems. What could these people do differently?

0. Gillian is sad. Her mother never has any time for her.

If Mrs. Collins had more time for Gillian, Gillian wouldn’t be so sad.

1. Mrs. Collins feels bad. She should listen more to Gillian.

If she listens more to Gillian, she feels better.

2. Gwynn is very disappointed. Gillian doesn’t like Wildings School as much as she does.

If Gillian likes Wildings School as much as she does,
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Grammar check: Problems
Everyone has got problems. What could these people do differently? Use conditional clauses in your answers.

0. Gillian is sad. Her mother never has any time for her.

If Mrs. Collins had more time for Gillian, Gillian wouldn’t be so sad.

1. Mrs. Collins feels bad. She should listen more to Gillian.

If she listens more to Gillian, she feels better.

2. Gwynn is very disappointed. Gillian doesn’t like Wildings School as much as she does.

If Gillian likes Wildings School as much as she does,

The text continues with further examples and exercises.
B1 Off to Greece again

Mr Lambraki is checking flights to Greece. Read the information he has found on the two airlines and use the adjectives below to compare them.

-LifBR: Comparison of adjectives

-expensive (ticket) · early (departure) · attractive (shopping on board) · good (choice of food offered on board) · healthy (food and drinks) · suitable (airport) · cheap (tickets for shuttle bus) · friendly (service on board) · easy (online booking)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Midair</th>
<th>Air-Con</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - London – Athens from 39 pounds  
- departure 7.00 am  
- non-stop  
- small choice of duty free articles for shopping on board  
- low-calorie and vegetarian food available
| - London – Athens from 57 pounds  
- departure 12.15 pm  
- via Berlin  
- all international brands for shopping on board  
- snacks: crisps and chocolate bars
| from Gatwick only 28 miles from London  
| tickets for shuttle bus are 10 euros  
| from Stansted only 40 miles from London  
| tickets for shuttle bus are 10 euros  

---

1. *The tickets at Air-Con are expensiver than at Midair.*

---

2.
**Off to Greece again**

Mr Lambraki is checking flights to Greece. Read the information he has found on the two airlines and use the adjectives below to compare them.

- Lif8R: Comparison of adjectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expensive (ticket)</th>
<th>Early (departure)</th>
<th>Attractive (shopping on board)</th>
<th>Good (choice of food offered on board)</th>
<th>Healthy (food and drinks)</th>
<th>Suitable (airport)</th>
<th>Cheap (tickets for shuttle bus)</th>
<th>Friendly (service on board)</th>
<th>Easy (online booking)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Midair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • London – Athens from 39 pounds  
• departure 7.00 am  
• non-stop  
• small choice of duty free articles for shopping on board  
• low-calorie and vegetarian food available  
• from Gatwick only 28 miles from London  
• tickets for shuttle bus are 10 euros |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air-Con</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • London – Athens from 57 pounds  
• departure 12.15 pm  
• via Berlin  
• all international brands for shopping on board  
• snacks: crisps and chocolate bars  
• from Stansted only 40 miles from London  
• tickets for shuttle bus are 10 euros |

---

1. The tickets at Air-Con are expensive than at Midair.

---

2. 

---

**Feedback für "The tickets at Air-Con are expensive..."**

When an adjective has three or more syllables, we form the **comparative** with 'more' and the **superlative** with 'most'.

Hilfreich?  
- Ja  
- Noin  
- OK
FeedBook: Feedback on language meaning and forms

Gillian’s diary
Read Gillian’s diary entry and complete these sentences.

Friday 23rd September
We’ll drive to the north coast tomorrow and have a look at two boarding schools with Gwynn. His sister went to Wildings and he says it would be great for me. If they had a football team, it wouldn’t be so bad. But it’s all so girly-girly with horses and ballet dancing and everything, yuk! I don’t want to go to the school in Llandysul either. It still feels like Gwynn and Mum just want me to go to boarding school because of the new baby. Miss my pals like crazy, miss London and my old school. If my friends were here, boarding school would actually be fun. Being the new girl at school without any friends will be horrible. ‘I’. And it’s all Gwynn’s fault! The village where we live now is the worst. 20 minutes to the nearest supermarket. If there was a shopping centre, I could at least go shopping. But there’s nothing, no shops, no cinema, no nothing … only sheep!

My room is really nice and big though and we have a fab garden which is great for playing football. If I made some friends in the village, we could have a great time there. I met Gruffudd, the boy from next door, this afternoon. He seems nice. He started talking to me in Welsh and I couldn’t understand ANYTHING. He then spoke English and told me he plays rugby. Well, it’s not football but I might have to learn to like it. They all love rugby here.

Aargh, if I had some credit on my phone, I could call Caroline. Hope I get some pocket money tomorrow.

1. Gwynn thinks Wildings School would be great for Gillian because

   it is great
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We’ll drive to the north coast tomorrow and have a look at two boarding schools with Gwynn. His sister went to Wildings and he says it would be great for me. If they had a football team, it wouldn’t be so bad, but it’s all so girly-girly with horses and ballet dancing and everything, yuk! I don’t want to go to the school in Llandysul either. It still feels like Gwynn and Mum just want me to go to boarding school because of the new baby. Miss my pals like crazy, miss London and my old school. If my friends were here, boarding school would actually be fun. Being the new girl at school without any friends will be horrible. And it’s all Gwynn’s fault! The village where we live now is the worst. 20 minutes to the nearest supermarket. If there was a shopping centre, I could at least go shopping. But there’s nothing, no shops, no cinema, no nothing… only sheep!

My room is really nice and big though and we have a fab garden which is great for playing football. If I made some friends in the village, we could have a great time there. I met Gruffudd, the boy from next door, this afternoon. He seems nice. He started talking to me in Welsh and I couldn’t understand...
Read Gillian’s diary entry and complete these sentences.

Friday 23rd September

We’ll drive to the north coast tomorrow and have a look at two boarding schools with Gwynn. His sister went to Wildings and he says it would be great for me. If they had a football team, it wouldn’t be so bad, but it’s all so girly-girly with horse and ballet dancing and everything, yuk! I don’t want to go to the school in Landysiel either. It still feels like Gwynn and Mum just want me to go to boarding school because of the new baby. Miss my pals like crazy, miss London and my old school. If my friends were here, boarding school would actually be fun. Being the new girl at school without any friends will be horrible. 😞 And it’s all Gwynn’s fault! The village where we live now is the worst. 20 minutes to the nearest supermarket. If there was a shopping centre, I could at least go shopping. But there’s nothing, no shops, no cinema, no nothing … only sheep!

My room is really nice and big though and we have a fab garden which is great for playing football. If I made some friends in the village, we could have a great time there. I met Gruffudd, the boy from next door this afternoon. He seems nice. He started talking to me in Welsh and I couldn’t understand ANYTHING. He then spoke English and told me he plays rugby. Well, it’s not football but I might have to learn to like it. They all love rugby here.

Aargh, if I had some credit on my phone, I could call Caroline. Hope I get some pocket money tomorrow.

1. Gwynn thinks Wildings School would be great for Gillian because

   his sister went there
Facilitating SLA research using such ICALL approaches

- The FeedBook covers all of the pedagogical language targets of the 7th grade English curriculum in Germany → can support full-year studies
  - 188 metalinguistic feedback types formulated by teachers (on tenses, comparatives, relative & reflexive pronouns, gerunds, passives, conditionals, (in)direct speech).

- Research question: Does immediate scaffolded feedback on form during homework improve learning of the targeted language means? (?)
  - Subjects: Ten regular English classes in 7th grade academic track schools (Gymnasium), including a CLIL class, a private school, an all-boys class, and teachers of different generations
  - Setup: Regular teaching, but FeedBook as workbook.
FeedBook as a platform for randomized field trials

- How can a system be fully embedded so that it supports regular teaching and support a randomized, controlled study?

  ⇒ everyone uses the FeedBook as workbook (avoids temporary multimedia effect) and receives positive feedback and feedback on meaning, orthography, and default feedback

  ⇒ within-class randomization: who sees specific feedback on which grammar topics

- Overall study design:

  - Each pre-/posttest targets the grammar topics of one Theme.
Zooming in on specific results

- Analysis of Theme 2 data (?):

  - Phenomena covered in Theme 2: comparatives, conditional clauses, relative clauses
  - 205 students completed pre- and posttest for Theme 2.
Results on effectiveness of scaffolded feedback: pre-/posttest scores

- Intervention group improved significantly more than control (p < 0.0001, Welsh two sample t-test):
  - 7.82 for intervention group
  - 4.81 for control group

→ intervention group learned 62% more than control group

- Effect size: Cohen’s d = 0.56
Results: pretest & group predicting change score

- “Worse” students improved more
- Possibly a ceiling effect of measuring instrument (max. score: 40)
Results: mixed effects logistic regression

- Is impact of feedback detectable independent of learner, item, class?
- Predict log odds of the binary outcome of each gap in the tests.
  - Fixed effects: test (pre/post), group (intervention/control) & their interaction
  - Random intercepts: test items, learners, teachers (=classes)

Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept) = pretest control</td>
<td>0.73***</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestPosttest</td>
<td>0.68***</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupIntervention</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestPosttest:GroupIntervention</td>
<td>0.43***</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Var: Learner (Intercept) 0.30
Var: Item (Intercept) 0.52
Var: Teacher (Intercept) 0.05

*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05
FeedBook as a platform for randomized field trials II

- Full integration into the regular school context = rely only on the state curriculum
  - Single requirement on teacher: assign at least two exercises for each language focus in curriculum

- Black box problem pointed out already by ?:

  ![Diagram](image)

  Problem: Loss of control resulting from scaling up to real-life school context.

  ⇒ Learning analytics using system log data shows us what the students actually did!
Who saw which type of feedback?

![Graph showing practice steps and feedback targets]

- Shown
- Hidden

Group:
- interv.
- control
Learning analytics: For whom is micro-adaptivity effective?

- How are learning gains and interaction patterns linked? (?)

⇒ Clustering identifies four groups of students, based on:
  +/- accuracy focus of student
    How many of the items were filled out correctly, not left empty, answered correctly at first try?
  +/- submission time of student relative to peers

⇒ Scaffolded feedback has the biggest effect for students who
    - systematically attempt to solve the exercises correctly
    - submit later than their peers
Who benefits most from the specific feedback?
Learning analytics complements but does not replace learning product data

- Does the effect of practice of specific language forms transfer to open, functional language production? (？)

- Writing topic chosen so that practiced language means are relevant:
  
  *Write a text about your holidays. Please include the following aspects:*
  - Compare two of your holiday trips (weather, duration, ...),
  - describe your next holiday trip, and
  - outline what you would do if you could spend 1000€ during your next holiday.

- Automatic identification of practiced language forms in the learner writing

⇒ The score on the form-specific delayed posttest is a significant predictor of the number of uses of those forms in the free writing!
  - But the effect is driven only by *comparatives* due to challenge to determine when something should count as a relative or conditional clause. ⇒ acquisition criterion?
Learning products as Big Data for SLA research

- System use in real life contexts also facilitates large-scale collection of learner product data.

- EFCamDat corpus based on Englishtown system: 1.2 million writings by 175,000 learners
  - individual variation and role of L1 in morpheme acquisition order
  - task-effects on linguistic complexity

→ Opportunities arising from “Big Data” in SLA
Integration of individual practice & teacher-orchestrated task-based class?

- Organize exercises so they empower students to successfully participate in functional tasks.
  - improves acceptance of practice as pre-task activities in a task-based curriculum
  - fosters intrinsic motivation and self-awareness of ability for students
1. Make final task explicit
2. Organize practice by task-essential language means
3. Incremental activity complexity
4. Feedback on success relative to support received

**Cycle 2: Boarding School Life**

**Write rules for your perfect boarding school!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>6th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparatives (One or Two Syllables)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparatives (Three or More Syllables)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparatives (Mixed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superlatives (One or Two Syllables)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superlatives (Three or More Syllables)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superlatives (Mixed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend**
- Correct at first try
- Correct after feedback
- Incorrect or missing

**Actions**
- More practice
- Challenge me
- Practice
5. Feedback on acquisition criterion

“Ready-to-Go-ness”:
- tackled all difficulty levels
- 60% correct at first try for most complex
- Trophies “collect dust” to model forgetting and require revision or use
7. Selection of next activity via language means to be practiced
First results on Interact4School RCT using task-oriented FeedBook

- 847 students from 36 classes (English 7th grade high school)

- broad range of analyses in preparation, incl. classroom videography by partners at Univ. of Lüneburg: Torben Schmidt, Diana Pili-Moss, Carolyn Blume

- Focus here: 618 students in FeedBook condition (7 schools, 24 classes)

⇒ Analysis of learning success (pretest/posttest) shows significantly higher learning gains, when comparing new dashboard version to original FeedBook (Parrisius et al. submitted)
  - student questionnaire data also confirm perceived helpfulness of student dashboard

⇒ Interestingly, motivational feedback through avatar was detrimental after initial phase.
Next steps in randomized controlled field trials

- First study: scaffolded feedback (?)
- Second study: task-orientation with criterial and motivational feedback (?)
- Third study: individually adaptive activity sequencing integrating ambulatory assessment of working memory (http://digbindiff.de)
- Next study: Support an interface to teacher-orchestrated classroom, requiring teacher dashboard and teacher training in SLA and pedagogy (http://ai2teach.de)
  - requires further scaling up to have enough power for testing variables at teacher-level
- Related research: Facilitating spoken language interactive dialogues: AISLA Project (Xiaobin Chen)
Summary

- Digital tools using AI methods can help realize mechanisms established by SLA research in educational practice
  - improve real-life language teaching and learning
  - support further refinement of SLA concepts and hypotheses in authentic, ecologically-valid contexts

- This opens up possibilities for conducting SLA research in real-life settings:
  - web-based intervention studies supporting scalable analysis of interaction effects
  - randomized controlled field studies in authentic school setting, supporting analysis of product and process data (learning analytics)

- Pursuing these opportunities requires interdisciplinary collaboration on
  - SLA concepts and hypotheses to be refined and tested
  - AI methods to analyze and generate language, model learners, activities and curricular learning goals
  - joint analysis of large-scale process and product data
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